Abstract: Android Runtime (ART), which is the standard application runtime environment, has a garbage collection (GC) function. ART have an implementation of generational GC. The GC clusters objects into two groups, which are the young and old generations. An object in the young generation is promoted into an old object after passing several times of GC executions. In this paper, we propose to adjust the promoting condition based on the object feature, which is the size of each object. We then evaluate our proposed method and demonstrate that our method based on the feature can reduce the memory consumption of applications with smaller performance decline than the method without feature consideration.
Introduction
The Android operating system has become one of the most popular operating systems in mobile devices with a market share of 85.0% in Q1 2017 [1] . The Android operating system has a process terminating function, which is called Low Memory Killer. The function automatically terminates application processes when the size of available memory becomes small [2] . This function enables a user to invoke applications without manual termination of processes. However, re-use of an application that is terminated requires process re-creation. This takes longer time than that of non-terminated application. Thus, decreasing the number of process terminations by Low Memory Killer is desired. For relieving memory shortage, reducing the size of memory consumed by applications is effective.
In the Android operating system, application memory size is controlled by GC. In order to decrease the number of process termination, decreasing the sizes of the memories consumed by processes is important. Recent Android operating systems utilize Android Runtime (ART) as the standard application runtime environment. ART has a GC function. The function is invoked when the size of the available memory is small. It then searches the heap area for unused memories and releases them. ART has a generational GC [3] implementation, which is called Generational Semi space (GSS). Generational GCs, including GSS, separate objects into two groups, which are young and old objects. The GCs assume that young objects will probably die soon and old objects will not do. The GCs actively check young objects for achieving good throughput, which is the total size of the released 1 Kogakuin University, Shinjuku, Tokyo 163-8677, Japan 2 Ochanomizu University, Bunkyo, Tokyo 112-8610, Japan a) sane@cc.kogakuin.ac.jp objects per second. For covering the whole objects, these GCs sometimes check all the objects, including both of the young and old objects. In the Android GSS, every object is promoted into an old object after passing two times of GC executions independent to its feature, such as its size or class name. In addition, the existing works [4] , [5] showed the possibility of that the performance of the GSS GC could be improved by optimizing the promoting condition.
In this paper, we focus on the GSS GC and propose new methods, which are a naïve method and a size-aware method, for improving its heap size and Stop The World (STW) time by optimizing its promotion condition. In this GC, the memory size and the STW time are in a trade-off relationship. The STW time has an effect on the application performance. STW will be explained in Section 2.1. Our method that considers an object feature, which is the size of each object, reduces the sizes of application memory and relieves the performance decline. We then evaluate the proposed methods with our implementations of the proposed GC. This paper is based on the previous works of Refs. [2] , [4] , [6] .
GC Algorithms
In this section, we explain GCs, their algorithms, and their implementation. In this paper, we focus on the generational GC algorithm in Section 2.5 and its implementation in Section 2.6. The implementation and algorithm are based on the algorithms in Sections 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4.
Garbage Collection
GC is a function that finds garbage objects and releases their memories. It is invoked when the size of the available memory is small. Without GC, such as programming C language, programmers have to manage memory usage manually. They consider c 2018 Information Processing Society of Japan object lifetimes, and then explicitly allocate and release memory of used and unused objects. These are sometimes difficult for programmers and cause memory leaks. With GC, programmers are remarkably relieved from these bugs and hard management. In the following subsections, we introduce three basic GC algorithms and one advanced algorithm. Figure 1 illustrates an overview of a GC behavior. There are objects in a memory space. Objects that are not referred directly or indirectly by the root objects of the application are called garbage objects. They cannot be accessed by the application. Application runtime environments cannot detect whether an object is a garbage object or not without GC execution. GC recursively checks the references from the root objects and finds garbage objects. In a case of Mark and Sweep GC, which is described in the next subsection, the GC marks objects that can be accessed from the root objects recursively. Objects that are not marked are garbage objects and they are released. During a GC execution, all the application threads stop. This is called Stop The World (STW).
Several GC algorithms have been proposed. We introduce them in the following subsections.
Mark and Seep
Mark and Sweep (MS) [8] is an algorithm that marks used object and releases unmarked objects. This GC algorithm is composed of the Mark phase and the Sweep phase. In the Mark phase, the GC recursively follows references from the root objects, which are directly referenced by the interpreter, and marks them. In the Sweep phase, unmarked objects are released. The unmarked objects are not referred directly or indirectly by the interpreter and no longer used. Its overview is shown in Fig. 2 . The released memory can be used again. The advantages of this algorithm are as follows. Its overhead during non-GC time is small, unlike the reference counting algorithm. It can release objects with reference loops. The disadvantage is time to complete the GC process is relatively long because of following all the references.
Reference Counting
Reference counting [9] is an algorithm that counts the number of in-references of each object. It determines an object without incoming references as a garbage object and releases that. Its advantage is that this can release an object immediately at detection of no reference without following many references like MS GC. The disadvantages are that the GC requires updating the number of in-references at each change of references and this cannot release objects with reference loops.
Copying GC
The Copying GC [10] separates the heap area into two spaces, which are From and To spaces. Its overview is shown in Fig. 3 . Memory for new objects is allocated in From space. The GC is invoked when the From space reaches full. This GC conducts the process same as MS GC for detecting garbage objects. In order to release the memories, this GC copies the used objects in From space to To space. After the copy, the GC releases the entire From space, and exchanges the From and To spaces. Its advantage is that the copy causes compaction and fragmentation is automatically solved. Its disadvantage is its ineffective memory usage. This GC divides the heap into two spaces. Thus, the size of usable spaces decreases. Moreover, this GC has to check the entire heap area.
Generational GC
Generational GC separates objects into two generations, the young and old generations, according to their ages like Fig. 4 . The GC expect based on the heuristic hypothesis that young objects will probably die in the near future. Thus, the GC actively checks the young generation. Most GC algorithms, such as MS c 2018 Information Processing Society of Japan GC, require a reference following process that covers all the alive objects. Time to complete this process is short in a case of many objects die and little objects are alive. Generational GC expects that a reference following process in young generation finishes shortly [11] . The GC can be tuned by adjusting the frequencies of checks for the young and old generations. Generational GC is not exclusive to and can coexist with other GC algorithms. This is utilized for improving other existing algorithms such as MS GC.
An object is stored in the young generation area at its creation. When the young generation area becomes full, a GC for the young generation is performed. An object that passes some GC executions is promoted to the old object. When the old generation area becomes full, a GC for the whole area, including both of the young and old area, is performed.
Generational GC of ART
ART has a generational GC implementation, called GSS. For collecting garbage objects among the young objects, a Copying GC is used. The young generation area is separated into the From and To spaces.
The GC has two types of GCs, the bps and whole GCs, inside. The former is only for the young generation. The latter is for both generations. Young objects are actively checked by the bps GC. An object that survived two times of GCs is promoted into an old object. When the total size of objects that promoted after the last whole GC execution exceeds the PromotedThreshold, the whole GC is performed. The default value of PromotedThreshold is 4 MB. The target of the whole GC is all the objects while that of the bps GC is only the young objects. Naturally, time to complete the whole GC is longer than that of the bps GC, and frequent execution of the whole GC should be avoided for achieving better performance. However, unused objects in the old area are released only by the whole GC. Thus, execution of the whole GC is important to decrease the heap sizes of applications.
Object Lifetime Trend in Smartphone Applications
In this section, we introduce the object lifetime trend of practical Android applications. The surveying results on the object lifetime trend, such as the relationship between object sizes and object lifetimes, of practical Android applications were reported in works [4] , [5] . In these, the authors constructed their ART monitoring system and observed object creations and collections by GC in ART. They surveyed the behaviors of the top applications in all categories in Google Play Store on June 12, 2016.
On the relationship between lifetime length and the number of objects, they reported that the number of objects with the shortest lifetime was the largest. The number of objects monotonously decreased as lifetime length increases. They found that the number of objects with lifetime-zero, which died in the first GC, was the largest. These objects accounted for about 80%. In these papers, lifetime length was defined as the number of GC executions that the object passed.
On the relationship between size and the number of objects, the authors showed the number of objects whose size was about 32 bytes was the largest. Focusing on objects larger than 32 bytes, the number of objects generally decreased as the size of objects increases.
On the relationship between lifetime length and sizes, they found that the ratio of lifetime-zero decreased as the size increased. Similarly, the average lifetime length increased as size increased. Simply writing, small objects tended to die with short lifetimes.
We can expect that GC performance can be improved by considering these object lifetime trends.
Proposed Methods
In this section, we propose two methods for reducing the heap size of applications by setting the promoting condition of GSS harder. One method does not consider the object lifetime trend. We call this naïve promotion restriction. The other considers the trend. We call this method size-aware promotion restriction. Figures 5, 6 , and 7 illustrate the original GSS, the naïve promotion restriction, and the size-aware promotion restriction. We expect that these two methods can avoid unsuitable promotion of objects that will die soon and that the size-aware method can avoid more effectively.
Naïve Promotion Restriction
In this subsection, we propose a method for decreasing the heap size of applications by restraining promotion without consideration of object size.
As described above, an object promotes to an old object at passing two times of GC executions in the original GSS in ART. In the proposed method, an object promotes with probability p and does not promote with 1 − p at passing two GC executions. If an object is decided to not to promote at a GC execution, the object can try to promote at the next GC execution.
Size-aware Promotion Restriction
In this subsection, we propose the size-aware promotion restriction. If the size of an object is less than or equals to m bytes, the method restrains promotion using p and 1 − p similar to the naïve method at passing two GC executions. Otherwise, the object invariably promotes like the original GSS. As described in Section 3, small objects are likely to die in the near future. The restriction of promotion of small objects will avoid a situation that an object that will die soon promotes to an old object and it will not be collected for a long time in the old space. Figure 8 shows a sample implementation of the size-aware promotion restriction. The method can be achieved by modifying the function MarkNonForwardedObject() in the source code file art/runtime/gc/collector/semi space.cc in the Android operating system. This sample is based on the implementation of Android 6.0.1. The red bold italic letters were inserted into the original source code.
Implementation

Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate our proposed methods.
Experimental Setup
We evaluated the proposed methods with actual Android applications and an actual Android device. The installed applications are Google Map and Youtube. m and p of the proposed methods are 16 bytes and 0.5, respectively. The PromotedThreshold was 1 MB. The used Android device is Nexus 7 (2013). Its operating system is Android 6.0.1 with our modified GC implementations. Its CPU is Snapdragon S4 Pro 1.5 GHz. Its memory size is 2 GB. In the first two experiments in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, we evaluated the proposed methods without parameter tuning. m was naively determined by the relationship between the number of objects and the object sizes in the existing work [4] . Namely, the number of objects whose sizes are between 17 and 32 bytes is the largest. In addition, the number of objects whose sizes are equal to or less than 16 bytes is larger than the number of objects whose sizes are larger than 32 bytes. Thus, setting m to 16 can separate all the objects into two groups whose sizes are similar. We chose 16 bytes as the simplest setting. Similar to m, we chose 0.5 as the simplest setting for p, which separated into the two same probabilities. Discussion on optimizations of p and m will be described in Sections 5.4 and 5.5. PromotedThreshold controls the positiveness to promotion. The smaller the PromotedThreshold is, the more aggressively the memory is saved. As the parameter is managed in MB, 1 MB is the smallest value of GSS implementation.
For evaluation, we implemented our proposed methods, the naïve and size-aware methods. In addition, we modified the GC implementation in order to output the heap size just after each GC execution and the STW time, which are managed inside ART.
Experimental Results: Google Map
We executed the Google Map application and monitored the GC behavior. We conducted searches in the application. The inputted words are the names of all the 29 stations of Yamanote line in Tokyo, Japan with the clockwise order from Tokyo. Namely, we inputted Tokyo, Yurakucho, Shinbashi, and the other stations to Kanda in Japanese. Each interval between two continuous searches is 5 seconds. The inputs of words are performed automatically by the macro function and our shell script. The measurements were performed five times. the naïve promotion restriction, and the size-aware promotion restriction. The numbers of GC executions with the default GC, the naïve promotion restriction, and the size-aware promotion restriction are 120, 120, and 121, respectively. We monitored the heap size of the application just after every GC execution and the figure depicts the average of all the monitored sizes. The results in the figure demonstrate that both of the proposed methods reduced the application heap sizes comparing the default method. Figure 10 depicts the average of the total STW times of all the GC executions of five times measurements. The results in the figure show that both of the proposed methods increased the STW times. Comparing both methods, we can see that the increase of the size-aware method is smaller. Figures 9 and 10 show that the application heap size can be reduced with an increase of STW time by optimizing GC. In addition, these show that consideration of object size achieved the same size of heap reduction with the smaller increase of the STW time.
Experimental Results: Youtube
In this subsection, we evaluate our methods with the Youtube application. We conducted video searches in the application and monitored the GC behaviors. For searching, we inputted single letters, which are a, b, c, and other letters to g, one by one to its search box. This experiment also was performed automatically. The measurements were performed five times. Figure 11 shows the average heap sizes. The numbers of GC executions with the default GC, the naïve promotion restriction, and the size-aware promotion restriction are 66, 64, and 63, respectively. Similar to the results in the previous subsection, the results in this figure show that both of our proposed methods could reduce the heap size of the application comparing the default method. Figure 12 shows the average of the total STW times of all the GC executions of these methods of five times measurements. The results in the figure indicate that the size-aware method could achieve the heap size reduction with less STW time increase.
Experimental Results: Device Dependency
In this subsection, we evaluate our proposed methods with another Android device for discussing device dependency. We performed the same experiment with Nexus 5. Its operating system is Android 6.0.1 with our modified GC implementations. Its CPU is Qualcomm Snapdragon 800 2.26 GHz. Its memory size is 2 GB. The other settings are the same as those of Section 5.1. Figures 13 and 14 show the average heap size and total STW time with the Google Map application. Figures 15 and 16 show those of the Youtube application. These figures indicate the results similar to those with Nexus 7. Namely, the size-aware method could save the same size of heap memories with the less increase of STW time. As a result, we can conclude that the size-aware method was effective independent of devices.
Sensitivity of Promotion Probability Parameter
This subsection presents a discussion on the sensitivity of the parameters p of the proposed methods. We measured the heap sizes and the STW times of the Google Map and Youtube applications with p = 0.33, 0.5, and 0.66. Figures 17 and 18 show the heap sizes and the STW times of the Google Map application, respectively. Figures 17 and 18 imply that the size-aware method can provide the heap size and the STW time better than those of the default method independent on the parameter p. On the centrally, the naïve method has a slight dependency on the parameter. Figure 19 shows that the heap size is not dependent on p. Figure 20 shows that the STW time of the size-aware method is not dependent on the parameter. As a result, we can say that the sizeaware was not sensitive to the parameter p and could achieve the reduction of the heap size and small performance decline without tuning the parameter p. The naïve method was slightly dependent c 2018 Information Processing Society of Japan on the parameter.
From these results, we can conclude that the size-aware method can reduce the heap size with small performance decline independent of the parameter. In other words, a simple setting such as p = 0.5 is also suitable.
Tuning of Object Size Parameter
In this subsection, we discuss tuning of the parameter m. This parameter was determined based on the information of popular applications [5] in Section 5.1. However, this is desired to be determined according to the relationship between the sizes of objects and their lifetimes in the target application.
We observed object creations and GC behaviors using ART monitor [4] in the Google map application and revealed the relationship between the sizes of objects and their lifetimes. Figure 21 depicts the relationship. The label "probability of lifetime=N" shows the probability that the object's lifetime is N. The results in the figure indicate that the lifetimes of objects whose sizes are in 9-16 or 65-256 are short. From these result, we can expect that objects whose sizes are in these ranges should not be promoted because they probably die soon.
We evaluated the performance with this condition. Namely, an 
Discussion
Increase of STW
Our evaluations in the previous section have shown that the proposed methods have increased the STW time in some cases. The size-aware method restricts the promotion based on the trend that the probability of lifetime zero of a small object is high. However, not all of the small objects die in the next GC execution. We expect that the increase of STW time is small if many objects die until the next GC execution. If some objects survive, the objects cause the marks and copies of them in the next GC execution. Naturally, these increase the load of the GC and the STW time.
We argue that improvement of the accuracy of the estimation of object lifetime relieves increase of STW time. Figure 9 also supports this hypothesis. Namely, the naive method, whose accuracy is comparatively low, increased the STW more. The works of Refs. [4] , [5] showed the trends between life and other features. The work of [21] showed the relationship between the time of creation and lifetime. We expect improving accuracy by taking account of these trends can reduce STW time.
Tuning GC Algorithm
In this subsection, we present a discussion on tuning GC algorithm. Some Android devices have a small size of memory. In addition, some applications consume large size of memory. In such cases, invoking many applications results in frequent process terminations by Low Memory Killer. This causes severe decline of user experience as described.
We think tuning GC based on the relationship between STW times and increases of memory sizes can improve user experic 2018 Information Processing Society of Japan ences. In a case of an application that consumes large memory and is not interactive, a GC that actively saves memory size is suitable. In a case of an application that requires high interactivity, a GC that gives higher priority to STW time is suitable. For example, a web browser is an application of the former case. Entertainment application, such as games and video players, are applications of the latter case.
Related Work
In this section, we introduce works related to GC and memory management in the Android operating system.
For improving real-time processing in Java virtual machine, an incremental GC [12] , a GC supporting snapshot [13] , and several works [14] , [15] , [16] were published. For concurrent GC processing, works of Refs. [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] were proposed.
The following works are on GC of Dalvik virtual machine of Android. The work of Ref. [21] investigated the relationship among the number of objects, the frequency of modification of references, and the application performance. That demonstrated that increases in the number of objects and the frequency of modifications of references increased the STW time. The work of [22] proposed to give the real-time priority to the target applications in CPU scheduling in order to apply the Android operating system in embedded systems. However, GC cannot avoid having an effect on performance even with this method. These works improved GC performances and real-time processing, but these do not consider the trend on object lifetime.
The following works are on performance improvement of Dalvik VM [23] , [24] . Kawamura et al. showed that the recursively marking objects takes a long time and the reason is marking the already marked objects repeatedly. They then proposed to create a table that manages marked objects and check this table at following references to reduce redundant mark time. In the work of Ref. [24] , a method for reducing STW time of GC in cases of an application with frequent reference updates was proposed. The concurrent mark and sweep (CMS) GC concurrently executes marks without stopping the threads of applications. After this concurrent mark, the GC checks the modified references during the mark and executes mark again, called re-mark, with stopping all the threads. This concurrent processing remarkably decreases the STW time because the time to mark only the modified objects is much less than that for all the objects. However, the STW time is still large in cases of the application heavily updates references. The method proposed in the work executes also the re-mark without stopping and adds a re-re-mark phase for addressing the inconsistent caused by the concurrent re-mark. The approaches of these works and this work are fundamentally different. In addition, these methods are not exclusive. Thus, we think that applying these methods to complete each other is desirable.
Hamanaka et al. proposed to choose a GC algorithm in ART based on the application state [25] . The authors evaluated the performances of CMS GC and SS GC in ART and explained their cons and pros. That is, CMS and SS are more suitable in aspects of application performance and memory saving, respectively. They then proposed to choose CMS and SS in cases of the application is in the foreground and background states, respectively. They argued that the proposed method could reduce application memory size without performance decline. In addition, they stated that the reduction resulted in a decrease in the number of process terminations by the Low Memory Killer.
In the work of Ref. [26] , a method for choosing a process to terminate by Low Memory Killer was proposed. The method monitors the invocation of applications and avoids terminating processes that will be probably reused again in the near future based on LRU [26] . Their evaluation using the practical application invocation history of actual users demonstrated that their method could improve the user experience. However, unlike our method in this paper, their method does not reduce the memory consumption.
In works of Refs. [2] , [6] , we discussed methods for improving generational GC in ART and this paper is based on these works. However, the discussion in the work of Ref. [6] did not consider the relationship between objects sizes and lifetimes. The discussion in the work of Ref. [2] considered the relationship, but the method was not evaluated profoundly. That was evaluated only with an application. In addition, no discussion on the parameter was presented, unlike this paper.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed methods for improving a generational GC algorithm, which is called GSS, in ART. The proposed method that is aware of the lifetime trend, takes the feature of smartphone applications into account. Our evaluation has demonstrated that the feature aware method has been able to reduce the memory consumption with less performance decline than the naïve method that does not take the feature account.
For future work, we plan to evaluate our methods with a variety of applications and discuss a method for reducing the STW time.
